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Abstract 
Xu, S., Chromaticity of a family of K,-homeomorphs, Discrete Mathematics 117 (1993) 293-297. 
We discuss the chromaticity of the graph which consists of a cycle with two crossing chords and give 
sufficient and necessary condition for it to be chromatically unique. 
All graphs considered here are finite, simple and loopless. Let G be a graph and 
P( G, 2) be its chromatic polynomial. If P( G, J.) = P(H, A), we say that H is chromati- 
cally equivalent to G. If the equality P(G, i)=P(H, A) implies H is isomorphic to G, 
we say that G is chromatically unique. 
We know that the cycle and the O-graph, a cycle with one chord, are both 
chromatically unique [l]. Now we ask the following question: What is the case for 
a cycle with two chords? If two chords do not cross, then the graph is a polygon tree 
and is not chromatically unique [6]. Here we will discuss the chromaticity of a graph 
consisting of a cycle with two crossing chords and give the sufficient and necessary 
conditions for it to be chromatically unique. 
Let G be a graph as Fig. l(a). It can also be viewed as a K,-homeomorph 
&(w, x, y, z, s, t) as Fig. l(b). 
As we know [2], if there is a graph H such that P(H)=P( G), then H is a 
K,-homeomorph. We now solve the equation P(G)=P( H) to get all solutions. 
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First we give the chromatic polynomial of H. Let r= 1-A and the number of 
vertices of H be n. As shown in [4], we have 
=& Q(H). 
If s = t = 1, we get the chromatic polynomial of G. 
p(c)‘(r‘I)’ -----(-l)“+‘((r+2)-(r+l)(r’+rY+rX+rW) 
=&Q(G). 
Let the parameters of P(H) be w’, x’, y’, z’, s’ and t’. We solve the equation 
Q(G)=Q(H). We know that w’+x’+y’+z’+s’+t’=w+x+y+z+2 and we can 
assume w >, y, x > z and y >, z 3 1. Comparing the coefficients of linear terms of Q(G) 
and Q(H), we know that two of w’, x’, y’, z’, s’ and t’ must be 1, and we can assume 
that s’=t’=l or z’=t’=l. 
In the following process, we will use the following lemma. 
Lemma ([S]). Assume that G and H are chromatically equivalent. Then G and H have 
the same girth and same number of cycles with the length equal to their girth. 
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Case 1. s’=t’= 1. After canceling r”+‘, linear terms and constants, we get 
w3y,x3z,y3z,w'3y',x'32',y'3z',w+x+y+z=w'+x'+y'+z'. 
Q(G): _r=_rY_r~_r"_r~+~_rY+~_r~+~_r~+~+,.~+~+r~+~ 
+r 
Y+z+l+yw+x+l+rw+r+l+rx+y+l; 
Q(H): _y”‘_,.Y’_rX’_rW’_~Z’+l_~y’+l_yx’+l_rw’+l 
+r 
w’+y’+~x’+z’+yy’+z’+1+yW’+x’+1+~w’+z’+l+yx’+y’+l~ 
It is easy to see that z=z’=a. 
way, x3a,y3a,w'3y',x'3a,y'3a,w+x+y=w'+x'+y'. 
Q(G): _rY_rX--r"-rY+1__rx+1_r~+1+rw+~ 
+r 
x+a+rY+a+l +rw+o+l +rw+x+l +rx+y+l; 
Q(H): _rY'_rX'_r'"'_rY'+1_r~'+l_rd+l+rd+~' 
fr 
x’+a+yY’+a+l+rw’+a+l+yw’+x’+l+rx’+y’+l, 
The lowest term in Q(G) must be - YY or - rx and in Q(H) - yy’ or - yx’. If y = y’, 
then x = x’ and w = w’, i.e. H is isomorphic to G. If y = x’ < y’, then the girth of H is 
~‘+a+2 and G, y+a+l. Since x’+a+2#y+a+l, by the lemma, there is no 
solution for Q(G) = Q(H). 
Case 2. z’=t’= 1. 
way, x3z, y>z31, x’3s’32, w+x+y+z=w’+x’+y’+s’. 
Q(G): _r=-rY_r~_r"_r'+~_rY+~_r~+l_r~+~ 
Q(H): -r~_r~'-rY'_r~'-r~'-rY'+~_r~'+~+r~'+~ 
If y’= 1, then H contains a triangle, so by the lemma, G contains triangle. Let 
Y = z = 1. It is easy to obtain x=x’ and w = w’. Thus H is isomorphic to G. Hence in the 
following discussion, we assume that y’> 1. Comparing the lowest terms, we can get 
z= 1 or 2 and z= 1 implies w’= 1. 
Case 2.1. z=w’= 1, ~3~22, x31, x’>y’>s’32, w+x+y=x’+y’+~‘. 
Q(G): -rY_r~-r”_rY+~_r~+~+rY+~+r~+~+r~+~+r~+y+l+rw+x+l; 
Q(H): _r~_rs’_r~‘_rx’+r3+rx’+s’+1 +r~‘+s’+l +rx’+y’+l, 
Since s’ 3 2, Q(H) has no linear term. Hence x must be more than 1. Therefore y = 2 
or x=2. 
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Case 2.1.1. y=2. The girth of G is 4. Hence s’=2, w+x=x’+y’. 
Q(G): --3_yx_TW--~+1+r4+2rW+2+T~+3; 
Q(H): _r2_yy’_y~‘+,.3+yY’+3+,.~‘+3~ 
We have the solution y’=x’= 3, x= 2 and w =4, i.e. P(K,(4,2,2, 1, 1, l))= 
P(K,(l, 3, 3, 192, 1)). 
Case 2.1.2. x = 2 and y > 2. The girth of G is 4. So s’ = 3. 
w3y33, x’3y’23, w+y=x’+y’+l. 
Q(G): _r~_y”‘_r~+1_rw+~+r~+2+r~+3+yw+2+rw+3; 
Q(H): -ry’-rx’+rY’+4+rX’+4. 
We have y=y’=a and w=x’+l=b+l. 
Q(G): _rb+1_ra+1_rb+2+ra+2+yo+3+rb+3; 
Q(H): -rb+raf4 
The solution is b=a+l, i.e. P(K4(a+2,2,a, 1, 1, 1))=P(K4(1,a+l,a, 1, 3, 1)). 
Case 2.2. z=2, x32, ~3~32. Then min{x’, y’,s’, w’}>2. So 
.2=2,x22, w3y>2,xf~s’~2, y’32, w’32, w+x+y+2=w’+x’+y’+s’. 
Q(G): _y3_yY_y~_~~-~y+~_y~+~_y~+~+y~t2+y~+Y 
+r 
Y+3+rw+3+rx+Y+l+rw+x+l; 
Q(H): _rS’_rY’_yX’_rw’_rY’+1_rw’+1+rw’+2+rw’+Y’ 
+r y’+S’+l+yX’+y’+l+rw’+X’+s’~ 
Since w 3 y > 2, the girth of G must be y + 3 or x + 4, either of which is more than 4. 
So y’ 3 3. In order to cancel - r3 of Q(G), either w = 2 or one of y’, s’, W’ is equal to 3. 
Case2.2.1. w’=2.Thenx=2ory=2.Ify=2,thegirthofGis5.S0 y’=Jors’=2. 
Case 2.2.1.1. w’=y=2, y’=3, ~2x22, ~‘2.7’22, w+x=x’+s’+l. 
Q(G): _~~_y”-r~+l_r~+l+,.~+2+r~+2+y~+3+y~+3; 
Q(H): _yS’-,J’+,.S’+4+rX’+4. 
w=x’+l=a+l and x=s’=b. Then a= b+ 1 is the solution, i.e. 
P(K,(b+2, b, 2, 2, 1, l))=P(K,(2, b+ 1, 3, 1, b, 1)). 
Case 2.2.1.2. w’=y=s’=2, ~2x22, ~‘32, y’>3, w+x=x’+y’. 
Q(G): _r3_yx_yw_T~+1_T~+1+r5+y~+2+T~+2+yx+3+~~+3; 
Q(H): -r2-r~‘-r~‘-+“+~+r4+y~‘+2+~~‘+3+y~’+4~ 
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x=2 and w+2=x’+y’. 
Q(G): -22r3--YW-rYW~1+2r5+rw~2+rw~3; 
Q(H): _,.Y’_,.x’_,.Y’+~+,.Y’+~+,.Y’+~+,J’+~~ 
x’=y’=3 and w=4 is the solution. i.e. P(K4(4,2,2,2, 1, I))= 
P(&(& 3, 3, 1, 2, 1)) 
The rest of the proof breaks down into about two dozen more cases and subcases 
which we will omit. All these cases can be handled in the same fashion as above. 
Finally we obtain: 
P(K4(6 9,4,2, 1, l))=P(K4(3,8, 5, 1, 5, 1)); 
P(K,(a+ 1, a+3, a, 2, 1, l))=P(K,(a, a+2, a+ 1, 1,3, 1)); 
P(K,(U+2, b,a, 2, 1, l))=P(K,(b,U,a+l, 1, 3, 1)). 
Therefore we can summarize our results in the following. 
Theorem. K,(w, x, y, z, 1, 1) is not chromatically unique if and only if it is 
K,(a+2,~,2,2,1,1) or K4(a+1,a+3,a,2,1,1) or K4(a+2,b,a,2,1,1) where 
a31,b31 and u+b#2. 
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